
 

 

 

 

Year 4 remote learning 

Week commencing: 18.05.20 

Welcome message 
Dear Year 4, 
We have lost track of how many weeks it has been since we last saw 
you all. We are missing you all, especially your wonderful smiles! 
However, being able to see your work has really cheered us up! Thank 
you for posting your writing on LGFL. We really appreciate the thought 
you are putting into your writing. It has also been wonderful seeing 
some of your artwork. You really are a special year group! 

 

Well, it’s Monday again, and that means we 
have another exciting remote learning pack for 
you! We hope you enjoy the tasks this week 
and continue to keep your minds and bodies 
active. As you can see, Snowy is a little excited 
today. Can you guess why? Yes you guessed 
it…this week we are celebrating ‘Art Week’. 

We have a fun activity prepared for you this 
week. This is your chance to really be creative 
and, most of all, have fun! We can’t wait to see 
your ideas! We are extremely excited! 
 

Remember, this week, to upload your English task onto LGFL using 
J2Write. We are looking forward to reading your biographies.  
 
Don’t forget to continue working on your reading, TTRS and Mathletics 
every day. Keep working hard, staying positive and continue to take 
care of yourselves and each other. 
 
Best wishes, 
The Year 4 team  
 
P.S. Are you finding more inventive ways of keeping yourselves busy? 
Have any of you resorted to ironing your socks? Luckily, we haven’t 
quite reached that stage... yet! 

Writing and grammar     

Here are your English (writing) activities for the week. You can split up the work over 

several days and do one section at a time or do more than one in a day.  This week, we will 

be looking at the genre of biographies (non-fiction writing). A biography is writing about 

someone’s life. (If someone is writing about their own life it becomes an autobiography.) A 

biography is usually written both to inform and to entertain the reader. This means it is a 

mixture of factual information and creative writing. This week you will be writing a biography 

for the pop art artist ‘Roy Lichtenstein’ (linked to our art this week). 

 

Session one: Stimulus 

Please read the information about ‘Roy Lichtenstein’ at the 

back of the remote learning pack. If you can, use the internet 

to also complete your own research about the artist. Please 

make notes to find out the following : 

 

1. When was he born? 

2. When did he die? 

3. Childhood events 

4. Early life events and achievements 

5. Later life events and achievements 

6. Things that he was best known for 

7. Influences 

 

Session two: Planning 

Complete a planning document for your biography about Roy Lichtenstein. Use bullet points 

to make a note of the key points. Do not write down everything that you have read. 

Summarise your points in the planning sheet below, or create your own planning sheet. 



Writing and grammar (continued) 

 

Session two: Planning (continued)                                                                                         

Features Notes for biography 

 Title  

 

Overview 

paragraph 

 

 

 

 

Childhood 

events 

 

 

 

 

 

Early life 

events and 

achievements 

 

 

 

 

 

Later life 

events and 

achievements 

 

 

 

 

 

Concluding 

paragraph 

 

 

 

 



Session three: Title/Introduction 

 
Please read the two examples of biographies at the back of the pack. What do you notice about them? What is similar about them? What is different? Highlight 
any areas/phrases that you might want to magpie.  
 
You are now ready to write your biography for Roy Lichtenstein. Please refer to the sentence starters at the back of the pack when you write your biography. 
Ensure that your biography is written in third person. Firstly, write the title for your biography. Then, write an attention grabbing introduction. This should 
summarise the main events of Roy Lichtenstein’s life and make the audience want to read on. 
 
Session four:  Main paragraphs 
 
Now you are ready to write the remaining paragraphs (childhood events; early life events and achievements; and later life events and achievements).Ensure 
that you use your own words and you do not copy information directly from the internet. Please refer to the sentence starters at the back of the pack when you 
write your biography as well as the vocabulary below. 
 
Include the following:  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Session five: Conclusion 
 
Finally, write a closing statement for your biography. You can include Roy Lichtenstein’s personal life, when he died and explain how he will be remembered. 

  
When you think you have finished your biography, read over it carefully. Can you edit it by correcting any spelling, punctuation and grammar? 

 
After completing your biography, type it neatly into a new document in J2Write using your LGFL login. We look forward to reading your informative 
and well-structured biographies!  
 

Extension: After carefully writing or typing your completed biography, you may also want to present it in a creative way such as a comic book, as Roy 
Lichtenstein was inspired by this type of imagery. You can include examples of his artwork if you wish. 
 
Speaking and listening 
 

Choose a family member to interview. Make sure that you have a prepared a set of questions beforehand. Ask questions about their life. Find out about their 
likes and dislikes. Make sure that you ask open ended questions. Use the 5 ws - who, what, where, when and why - and also how.  
 
If you can, watch the following clip about writing a biography: https://www.puffinschools.co.uk/resources/ks2-resource-pack-writing-extraordinary-biographies/ 

 third person 

 pronouns such as: 

he, they, himself, it, their, them 

 Adverbial conjunctions such as: 

- consequently 

- therefore 

- hence 

- however 

- as a result 

 Time adverbials to link sentences 

and paragraphs such as: 

- firstly 

- then 

- after that 

- finally 

 

https://www.puffinschools.co.uk/resources/ks2-resource-pack-writing-extraordinary-biographies/


Spelling  
 
Please see this week’s spellings below:  
 

drag 
hug 
stop 
drop 
carry 
cry 
try 
marry  
 

Please learn how to spell the words 
above, as well as the new ones in 
the table, after you have 
investigated the different suffixes  
(s, ed and ing). For example, for the 
word ‘drag’, you will also need to learn 

how to spell ‘drags’,’ dragged’ and 
‘dragging’. 
 
 
Remember to ask an adult to test you 
later in the week.  
 
If you can, click on the link below for 
useful ways to help you to memorise 
tricky spellings:  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z
bmv2sg/articles/zjxqf4j 
 

Spelling  
This week, our spelling focus is to continue spelling regular verb endings using s, ed and ing. We will be exploring verbs 
ending in y as well as verbs with short vowel sounds. If you can, watch the following fun video about long and short 

vowel sounds: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-VQGT7W5aM 
 
1. Warm-up - Set yourself a two-minute time limit. How many words can you make with these letters? Can you see the 

nine-letter word hidden in there? Challenge someone else to a competition!  

m s n 

i c g 

o p 0 

2. A suffix is a letter or group of letters added to the end of a word to form a new word. If you are able to, watch this lesson 
to consolidate your knowledge of how to use suffixes: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zbmv2sg/articles/zjcjy9q 
 
3. Draw the table below. Look at your spelling list for this week and investigate how each ending (s, ed and ing) is added 
to the different verbs. We have provided an example for you. Extension: Can you find more verbs to add to each column 
that are different to last week? Use a dictionary to check your spellings. 

 

Add s Add ed Add ing 

drags dragged dragging 

   

   

 
4. For this week’s verbs, do you simply add an s, ed and ing to the verb? Can you identify any patterns/rules when adding 
the endings (s, ed and ing)? What do you notice? Write down an explanation and try to explain this to someone in your 
household. 
 
5. Ask someone in your household to test you on your spellings. 

Reading 
Complete the First News comprehensions in the pack. Choose at least two of the ‘Four stories’ from the pack, but try to complete all four. Throughout the week, read 
them and respond to the questions. Answers will be uploaded at the end of the week. If you can, discuss the news stories with someone else at home. Complete the 
news puzzle as well. There are two versions. One is slightly trickier (without any underlined words). 
 
Make sure you are reading every day, either independently or with a member of your household. You can read in your head, out loud, or even over a video call! When 
you speak to your teacher on the phone, tell us what you’re reading - we’d love to know! 
 
See the Picture News section on the school website for further weekly reading activities. You can also download this week’s First News from the school website. 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zbmv2sg/articles/zjxqf4j
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zbmv2sg/articles/zjxqf4j
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-VQGT7W5aM
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zbmv2sg/articles/zjcjy9q


Maths 
Teaching 
This week we are focussing our attention on using estimation 
and our use of the inverse to check our answers to 
calculations. 
Definitions  
estimate – to make an approximate calculation, often based 
on rounding 
inverse operations – is the opposite operation. 

Subtraction is the inverse of addition. 
Division is the inverse of multiplication.  
It is useful to be able to estimate addition and subtraction 
problems before working out the answers accurately. You can 
do this by rounding numbers before a calculation. 
For example: 
Estimate £5.73 + £13.12 + £2.14 = ? 
Rounding to the nearest £1, the sum is £6 + £13 + £2 = £21. 
So, when we work out the answer accurately, we can accept 
the answer to be about £21. If it is not, we know that something 
has probably gone wrong with our calculation. 
Knowing the fact that addition and subtraction are inverse 
operations you can use this to check the accuracy of your 
answers.  
For example, if you have calculated 242 + 452 = 694, 
you can check the answer by using the inverse operation 
which would be subtraction. Please see below: 
694 – 242 = 452. 

Watch the following clip to give further explanation: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zc26sbk (inverse) 

Practice questions 
Question 1 

List a couple of real-life situations when being 
able to estimate a value/amount is useful. 
 
Question 2 

Use estimation to answer the following.  

Question 3 
Which whole pounds does the given amount 
come between? 

 

Question 4 

 

Question 5 

 
 
Question 6 - See separate sheet 
 
Question 7 - See separate sheet  
 
Question 8 

 
 
Question 9  
 

 
 

Websites 

Teaching videos 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z429kmn  
(Watch the link above to help with question 12.) 
Online practise/games 

Game: 
familieshttps://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/262/Th
inking-of-a-Number 
Extra challenge - Countdown:  

1. https://nrich.maths.org/6499   

(Can you use your skills in estimation to solve the 

calculations?) 

2. 2. See separate sheet 

 

 

https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/at-school/education-glossary/maths-education-glossary-a-l/#inverseoperations
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/at-school/education-glossary/maths-education-glossary-a-l/#inverseoperations
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zc26sbk
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z429kmn
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/number-facts/number-fact-families
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/number-facts/number-fact-families
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/262/Thinking-of-a-Number
https://nrich.maths.org/6499


Application 
Question 10  

There are 7,000 tickets available for a concert. The band want to know how many have been sold. They 
ask Alice, Jack and Fran for an estimation.                    

       
              
 
         

Question 11 
Using the digit cards can you create a calculation that equals 7944? The digit cards can be used more 
than one in the same number.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Question 12 - See separate sheet 
 
Question 13 
Read it carefully. Which operations will you use?  Use estimation and the inverse to check the answer.   

 

 

 
                      
       
              
 

                

Practical maths 

 

Make four sets of 1-9 digit cards. Shuffle the cards and 

choose 4. Using the four operations, can you make 24? If 

not, the closest wins! Shuffle the pack and try again. 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

 

Further revision 

 

If you would like to learn a different area of the 

curriculum, as well as this week’s work, Oak National 

Academy have uploaded some lessons on money which 

you might like to work on. Here you will have the 

opportunity to use your addition and subtraction skills. 

Maybe even check your calculations using the inverse.  

There will also be some problem-solving questions 

involving measurement. You will revise using any of the 

four operations to solve them. 

https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-

4/maths#subjects   

 

 

24 

 

Check your calculation using the inverse. 

 

https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-4/maths#subjects
https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-4/maths#subjects


Art  

We thought it would be lovely to continue 

with our annual Art Week celebration, but 

this year it will be for fun at home!  

 

This week for art, as part of Art Week, we  

will be developing artwork based on the  

theme ‘How we look’. 

Firstly, think about the following questions: 

What style are these trainers?  

Who would wear these trainers? 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
Roy Lichtenstein is a famous pop art artist. What do you 

notice about his artwork below? Use the vocabulary above to 
discuss the artwork. See the back of the pack for more 
examples of Roy Lichtenstein’s artwork.  
 
 

 
Pop art is a type of art that began in the 1950s. It is a style of 
art based on simple, bold images of everyday items, such as 
soup cans, painted in bright colours. Pop artists often 
included art about ‘popular’ things such as consumer product 
labels and packaging, TV, celebrities, fast food, pop music, 
cartoons and comic strips. 
 

Art 
 
Task: If you can, use the internet 

to research pop art designs. 
There are also additional pop art 
ideas at the back of the pack that you can refer to. 
After researching, choose one of the trainer 
templates at the back of the pack to decorate (or 
you could do both if you like). Decorate both sides of 
the trainer.  
 
Please see below for examples of trainer designs 

using pop art. There are larger versions at the back 

of the pack. Think carefully about who your target 

audience is. Use a pencil to very lightly sketch your 

artwork and then carefully use colouring pencils to 

develop your blending techniques. Make sure that 

you use bold colours and that your trainers really 

stand out! Your colouring in should be neat and 

within the lines of your design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art 

 

During this unprecedented 

time, many of us are learning 

to appreciate the good things 

that we have in our lives. 

 
We would like you to create a piece of artwork 
of one thing that you are most grateful for in 
these times e.g. the internet, trees, animals, 
daily workout, clean water, food, love, music, 
the weather, strength, laughter, teachers, 
friends and family. Write a sentence stating 
what you are grateful for. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
We would love you to be able to share your 

artwork with us! 

 
 
 
 

Vocabulary 
• drawing 
• lines 
• shapes 
• tone 
• colours 
• bright 
• blending 

If you would like to share your artwork, you can ask an 

adult to email it to the school office on admin@rokesly-

jun.haringey.sch.uk so that it can be sent to your 

teacher. Please write the name of the year and class 

in the subject line of the email. If your parent/carer is 

also happy for your artwork to be included on our 

Instagram page/website, they can send an email or a 

message on our Instagram account @rokeslyjunior 

stating the following: “I give permission for you to post 

this artwork on Instagram and on the website.” 



Geography – River Thames Project 
 
Over the last few weeks, you have been working hard 
to gather and research lots of geographical information 
about the River Thames. This week, you will be adding 
the last section to your project. The final section is 
about the importance of the river and what measures 
have been put in place to prevent flooding.   
 
First, write a new subheading ‘The importance of the 
River Thames’, following on from last week’s work. 
 
Have a discussion with an adult at home and describe 
to them why and how you think the River Thames is 
important. Bullet point your ideas.  
 
Things to consider: Do you think the reasons you 
have given apply to all rivers (both in this country and 
rivers around the world)? 
 
Now, if you can, watch the videos about the River 
Thames. They may help to add to your ideas.  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZuLSEKBV90  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-znrVgVyck 
 
Task 1: Using the following areas (see below), carry 
out some research to gather information which 
describes how the River Thames is used. (You can use 
the images at the back of the pack which will help.) 
 
Your areas are: 
 

Geography – River Thames Project 
 
Task 1 (continued): You may wish to present 
your information as a poster/leaflet. Please 
include pictures to illustrate the different ways 
in which the river is being used. Your pictures 
can be drawn, or you might want to get some 
from the internet. (There are also images for 
use at the back of the pack.)  
 
Task 2: Describe which use you feel is the 
most important and explain why.  
 
Task 3: Write the following subheading ‘How is 
London Protected from the River Thames?’.  
Here you will be presenting information about 
the Thames Barrier. It should include: What 
causes flooding? When and why do you think 
the prevention of flooding was important for 
London city planners to consider? When was 
the Thames Barrier built? Provide information 
to show when the barrier has been used. 
Graphs can be included here.  
If you can, visit the site below as it will help you 
further.  
https://www.3dgeography.co.uk/river-thames 
(Information is included in the back of the pack.) 
 
Task 4: Lastly, write a concluding paragraph 
subheading ‘What would happen if we did not 
have rivers?’ Think about, the change in the 
landscape, the habitats of animals, jobs, 
people’s health, leisure time etc.  
 
 
 
       The River Thames 
 
 

Science  
 
In science we will be starting a new topic called 

‘States of Matter’. To begin this topic, we will be 

identifying the three states of matter and 

learning about their properties. Before you 

begin, try putting some water in the freezer in a 

container. What will happen to the water? 

You can also breathe onto a glass/mirror. What 

do you see? Where has this come from? What 

is this called?  

Read the information at the end of the pack and, 

if you can, watch this clip: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zpbvr82 

 

Your task will be to make a checklist of 

properties that each state of matter has. There 

is an example of a table you could make as a 

checklist at the end of the pack.  

You will use this checklist while you look around 

your home or local area on your daily exercise 

and categorise items that you find in each of the 

three categories (solid, liquid, gas). 

Extension: Can you think of some materials or 
objects that might fit into more than one 
category at the same time? 

transport, habitat, energy, 

farming, leisure, water 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZuLSEKBV90
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-znrVgVyck
https://www.3dgeography.co.uk/river-thames
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zpbvr82


Keeping active 

We hope you are making use of the links and ideas we have been 
sending. Try to maintain a regular PE slot in your timetable such as  
9-9.30am for PE with Joe Wicks: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ  
 
We have even more ideas to keep you moving! 
  
Get Kids Moving has a variety of videos for you to train alongside your 
favourite superheroes, exercise like a Jedi or practise your wizarding 
skills from the comfort of your own home: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCokO71NW3TgndaSNyHIqwtQ 
 
Jump Start Jonny has workouts, chill-out routines and mindfulness 
activities to try on Free Stuff at: https://www.jumpstartjonny.co.uk/ 
 
You can learn the amazing dance moves to your favourite songs with 
Just Dance: https://www.youtube.com/user/justdancegame 
  
There are hundreds of movement and mindfulness videos from  
Go Noodle that you can try at home for free. Some of you may have tried 
these in school! https://family.gonoodle.com/ 
 
For those of you who are getting outside on your bikes for some exercise 
and fresh air, take a look at this cycling safety guidance: 
https://kidshealth.org/en/kids/bike-safety.html 
  

Weekly wellbeing 
 
Remember to keep up with your weekly wellbeing challenges. 
 
 
Week 5 – Do something helpful or kind for another person. This could be helping 

around the house without being asked or checking on someone you don’t often 

speak to. Spread the kindness! 

 

 

 

Interesting things to watch/listen to  

  

- The Met Office – Here you can find interesting STEM lesson plans and resources about  weather forecasting and prediction, extreme weather, the 
impact of severe weather, technology and innovation in weather and career opportunities:  https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/learn-about/met-office-
for-schools/resources-for-7-11 
 

- Dr. Chips has a variety of exciting science, engineering and computing videos and activities to try at home: https://drchips.weebly.com/past-doses.html 
 

- National Geographic Kids – Here you will find ideas to get messy, explore and appreciate nature: https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/home-is-good/ 
 

- Tate Kids - Play and have fun with art (a range of games and quizzes to choose from): https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/games-quizzes 
 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCokO71NW3TgndaSNyHIqwtQ
https://www.jumpstartjonny.co.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/user/justdancegame
https://family.gonoodle.com/
https://kidshealth.org/en/kids/bike-safety.html
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/learn-about/met-office-for-schools/resources-for-7-11
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/learn-about/met-office-for-schools/resources-for-7-11
https://drchips.weebly.com/past-doses.html
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/home-is-good/
https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/games-quizzes


First News Crossword (easier version)       First News Crossword (slightly harder version) 



 

Art resources - What style are these trainers? Who would wear these trainers? 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Art resources – Examples of Roy Lichtenstein’s pop art work 

 

  



Art resources – Pop art design ideas 

 

 

  



Art resources – Examples of trainer designs using pop art 



Art resources – Trainer template version 1  



Art resources – Trainer template version 2  

 

  



English resources – Roy Lichtenstein research 1 

Roy Lichtenstein  

Painter, Illustrator (1923–1997) 

Roy Lichtenstein was an American pop artist best known for his boldly-coloured parodies of comic strips and advertisements. 

Synopsis 

American artist Roy Lichtenstein was born in New York City on 27th October 1923, and grew up on Manhattan's Upper West Side. In 

the 1960s, Lichtenstein became a leading figure of the new Pop Art movement. Inspired by advertisements and comic strips, Lichtenstein's bright, graphic 

works parodied American popular culture and the art world itself. He died in New York City on 29th September 1997. 

Early Years 

Roy Fox Lichtenstein was born on 27th October 1923, in New York City. He was the son of Milton Lichtenstein, a successful real estate developer, and 

Beatrice Werner Lichtenstein. As a boy growing up on Manhattan's Upper West Side, Lichtenstein had a passion for both science and comic books. In his 

teens, he became interested in art. He took watercolour classes at Parsons School of Design in 1937, and he took classes at the Art Students League in 

1940, studying with American realist painter Reginald Marsh. 

Following his graduation from the Franklin School for Boys in Manhattan in 1940, Lichtenstein attended The Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio. His 

college studies were interrupted in 1943, when he was drafted and sent to Europe for World War II. 

After his wartime service, Lichtenstein returned to Ohio State in 1946 to finish his undergraduate degree and master's degree—both in fine arts. He briefly 

taught at Ohio State before moving to Cleveland and working as a window-display designer for a department store, an industrial designer and a commercial-

art instructor. 

Commercial Success and Pop Art 

In the late 1940s, Lichtenstein exhibited his art in galleries nationwide, including in Cleveland and New York City. In the 1950s, he often took his artistic 

subjects from mythology and from American history and folklore, and he painted those subjects in styles that paid homage to earlier art, from the 18th century 

through modernism. 

Lichtenstein began experimenting with different subjects and methods in the early 1960s, while he was teaching at Rutgers University. His newer work was 

both a commentary on American popular culture and a reaction to the recent success of Abstract Expressionist painting by artists like Jackson Pollock and 

Willem de Kooning. Instead of painting abstract, often subject-less canvases as Pollock and others had done, Lichtenstein took his imagery directly from 

comic books and advertising. Rather than emphasize his painting process and his own inner, emotional life in his art, he mimicked his borrowed sources right 

down to an impersonal-looking stencil process that imitated the mechanical printing used for commercial art. 

 

 

  



English resources – Roy Lichtenstein research 2 

Lichtenstein's best-known work from this period is "Whaam!," which he painted in 1963, using a comic book panel from a 1962 issue of DC Comics' All-

American Men of War as his inspiration. Other works of the 1960s featured cartoon characters like Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck and advertisements for 

food and household products. He created a large-scale mural of a laughing young woman (adapted from an image in a comic book) for the New York State 

Pavilion of the 1964 World's Fair in New York City. 

Lichtenstein became known for his deadpan humour and his slyly subversive way of building a signature body of work from mass-reproduced images. By the 

mid-1960s, he was nationally known and recognized as a leader in the Pop Art movement that also included Andy Warhol, James Rosenquist and Claes 

Oldenburg. His art became increasingly popular with both collectors and influential art dealers like Leo Castelli, who showed Lichtenstein's work at his gallery 

for 30 years. Like much Pop Art, it provoked debate over ideas of originality, consumerism and the fine line between fine art and entertainment. 

Later Career 

By the late 1960s, Lichtenstein had stopped using comic book sources. In the 1970s his focus turned to creating paintings that referred to the art of early 20th 

century masters like Picasso, Henri Matisse, Fernand Léger and Salvador Dalí. In the 1980s and '90s, he also painted representations of modern house 

interiors, brushstrokes and mirror reflections, all in his trademark, cartoon-like style. He also began working in sculpture. 

In the 1980s, Lichtenstein received several major large-scale commissions, including a 25-foot-high sculpture titled "Brushstrokes in Flight" for the Port 

Columbus International Airport in Columbus, Ohio and a five-story-tall mural for the lobby of the Equitable Tower in New York. 

Lichtenstein was committed to his art until the end of his life, often spending at least 10 hours a day in his studio. His work was acquired by major museum 

collections around the world, and he received numerous honorary degrees and awards, including the National Medal of Arts in 1995. 

Personal Life and Death 

Lichtenstein married twice. He and his first wife, Isabel, whom he married in 1949 and divorced in 1967, had two sons, David and Mitchell. He married Dorothy 

Herzka in 1968. 

Lichtenstein died of complications from pneumonia on 29th September 1997, at the New York University Medical Center in Manhattan. He was 73 years old 

when he died.   



English resources – Biography 1 

 



English resources – Biography 2 



English resources – Biography sentence starters 

 

  

Biography sentence starters 
At the age of As a child 

When he  A few years later 
In his childhood The following year 

_____years later Sadly 

In (month, year) Unfortunately 

During Luckily 
While this was happening As he grew older 

From that time Although  
Often he However  

Even though Once 
Eventually Later  

Many times Early in (year) 

Many months later Soon afterwards 

He will be most remembered for In his final years 

Finally Several months passed 
At that time His dedication to 

Years passed before After he 
Shortly before  



Maths resources – Question 6 and 7 

 

Maths questions  

Question 6                                                                                                                    Question 7 

Match the inverse calculations                                                                                   Complete the calculations and use the inverse operations to check   

                 your answers.        

 

 

  

 

 



Maths resources  

Question 12             Extra challenge 

  



Geography resources 1 – The River Thames 

  



Geography resources 2 – Thames Barrier data 

 

  



Geography resources 3 – The river 

The River Thames images               Images to show the river in use 

 

 

  



Science resources  

 

 

 

Solids Liquids Gases 

Holds shape 
unless force is 
applied 

Can be poured Doesn’t keep 
shape 

   

   

   

   

   


